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in the wrong. The French delegation therefore felt that it was more
than ever necessary for them to exercise caution at Geneva,
The meeting of the General Commission on the 22nd May at which
Mr. Davis made his speech was attended by the Foreign Ministers cf
Great Britain and of France. Sir John Simon expressed warm
appreciation of Mr. Davis's statement, but it was noticeable that he
made no direct response to the lead given by the United States in
the direction of 'levelling down' armaments; nor did he allude
specifically to the abandonment of the traditional American attitude
regarding neutrality—one of the effects of which, of course, would be
to make it impossible for the British Government to plead in future
that American views regarding the freedom of the seas might make
it difficult for them to carry out their obligations under Article 16
of the Covenant and other commitments designed to strengthen
security. Sir John Simon's principal suggestion was that, now that
the British plan had been accepted by the German delegation as
the basis of the future convention, the General Commission ought
to take definite decisions on the draft, article by article. Appreciation
of Mr. Davis's statement was also expressed by Baron Aloisi (Italy)1
and by Monsieur Paul-Boncour. The French Foreign Minister also
supported Sir John Simon's suggestion that the time had come to
take decisions on the draft convention, and he pointed out that,
since the United States had now indicated what it could do in the
matter of security, there was nothing to prevent the Commission
from going back to Part I of the draft convention, consideration of
which had previously been postponed.2 In view of the political
atmosphere in which these questions were being examined, he
thought that it would be easier to discuss the reduction of armaments
in detail after a decision had been reached on the security proposals.
Mr. Norman Davis, however, opposed the suggestion that the Com-
mission should return to Part I of the British draft. In view of his
statement, he thought that it would be waste of time for the Com-
mission to discuss security until the Powers of Continental Europe
had come to an understanding "among themselves on the regional
arrangements for security in which non-European Powers would not
be concerned. He would prefer to proceed at once to a detailed dis-
cussion of the chapter of the draft which dealt with material. The
1	The Italian Government appear, however, to have felt some douht regard-
ing the nature of the system of control of armaments envisaged "by the United
States.  This doubt was shared by the G-erman TSl-overnment, and the Italian
and German Ambassadors in Washington called at the White House on the
22nd May to ask for further light on this point.
2	See p. 262 above.

